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if you bought it online, then the serial # should be located somewhere on the website. typically, it is attached to a
sticker on the sleeve the dvd came in. if you dont see it there, thoroughly check your package for a serial #. if

you do not have a serial #, contact us, and let us know and well do our best to resolve your issue. if you
purchased a physical copy, then the serial # should be located somewhere on the packaging. typically, it is

attached to a sticker on the sleeve the dvd came in. if you dont see it there, thoroughly check your package for a
serial #. if you do not have a serial #, contact us, and let us know and well do our best to resolve your issue.

navigate to the folder with the latest version of labview 2012 and download the file labview 2012 64-bit.zip. unzip
it and run the setup.exe. having installed the 32-bit version already in your computer doesn't affect the 64-bit

installation. thus, both installations can coexist in the same operating system. you should, however, note that the
64-bit version contains less adds-ons than the 32-bit one. only after you have finished with the 64-bit version

installation, then you can install adds-ons and drivers. for example, the vision development module, which is not
included in this version, can be installed, if needed, from aslcore1.iso. furthermore, if you want to access ni-

hardware, install the device drivers from the device drivers. if you purchased a physical copy, then the serial #
should be located somewhere on the packaging. typically, it is attached to a sticker on the sleeve the dvd came

in. if you dont see it there, thoroughly check your package for a serial #.
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if youre using labview
2017, and have all of the

default settings, then
youre all ready to start

creating your own stuff. if
you dont like these
settings, feel free to

change it. you can find
these settings by clicking
on the options button in
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the main labview interface
screen. there are several

options that you can
change. you can see the

labview interface screen in
the following image. if you

have any difficulty in
installing labview 2017 or

running a particular ni
product (like max), then

you can find help on the ni
forums. the easiest way to
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get help is to post in the
labview 2017 thread in the
ni forums here . if you like
to listen to podcasts, then
you should check out the

ni forums. http://forums.ni.
com/t5/advanced-managin

g-graphic-image-
data/p-462/td-p0ruoq.html
there are several ways to

create a labview
application. you can use ni
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express, or ni step. the
application that you are
creating in this tutorial is

going to use ni step. if you
want to learn how to use
other applications, then

feel free to try one of them
and see how it works. you
can use any of these three

tools to create an ni
application. it has an api

(application programming
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interface) for applications
to extend or "plugin" the
labview environment. ni

offers a proprietary plugin
environment called the ni
designer, but the api also
works for any third-party
plugins (such as plugins

from x-toolkit, from
labview, or from autodesk).
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